FOCUS ON THE VALUE OF TRADE-IN
FOR YOUR NEXT TAKE-OUT
Reduce your total cost of acquisition by trading in your old equipment and replacing with new

If you are a U.S customer with any brand of servers to trade-in, we will offer you “Fair Market Value” – the highest purchase offer that we receive from our certified remarketers – plus free shipping, handling and recycling when you purchase new HPE servers.

• Compute volume: $800 for every AMD server traded in and replaced ($400 for Intel). Add up to $600 per server for purchase of Windows Server.
• Compute value: HPE SimpliVity: HPE will give you $1000 to $5000 per node when replaced with HPE SimpliVity appliances.
• Compute value: HPE Synergy: $2000 per old Blade chassis and $500 per compute module when replaced with HPE Synergy Chassis and HPE Synergy Compute Modules.
• Storage: $100 rebate for each TB of 3PAR, Primera or Nimble Flash purchased up to $10K. All old HPE and competitive arrays are eligible targets for trade in.

Call SHI now at 888-764-8888 or learn more at www.shi.com
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